TOLERANCES ON DIMENSIONS, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ARE:
SAWED, SHEARED AND GAS CUT EDGES (± 0.030")
DRILLED AND GAS CUT HOLES (± 0.030") - NO CONING OF HOLES
LASER CUT EDGES AND HOLES (± 0.010") - NO CONING OF HOLES
BENDS ARE ± 1/2 DEGREE
ALL OTHER MACHINING (± 0.030")
ALL OTHER ASSEMBLY (± 0.060")

SECTOR FRAME REINFORCEMENT KIT ATTACHES TO EITHER EXISTING
SECTOR FRAME CROSS ARMS OR TO AN OPTIONAL HORIZONTAL ROUND
MEMBER (SHOWN, SOLD SEPARATELY). IF PURCHASING OPTIONAL HORIZONTAL
ROUND MEMBER, CORRESPONDING CROSSEOVER PLATE KITS WILL NEED
TO BE PURCHASED, ONE PER EXISTING ANTENNA MOUNTING PIPE.
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PROPRIETARY NOTE:
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